Welcome to Beer-Sheva, the capital of the Negev, "a giant greenhouse of development." This publication will help you navigate your way around the city. It contains a map of Beer-Sheva's neighborhoods, an enlarged map of the Old City, urban bus routes and a map of the BGU Marcus Family Campus.

We wish you a pleasant stay in Beer-Sheva and at Ben-Gurion University of the Negev!

The Office of International Academic Affairs

Essential Phone Numbers
Office of International Academic Affairs: (08) 647-9248
Police: 100  |  Ambulance: 101

Useful Navigation Apps
Map of Beer-Sheva
Moovit (Urban and Intercity Public Transportation)
Google Maps

This map does not have engineering information or exact measurements; it is only for orientation. The map was designed and produced by "Israel Maps" company. All rights reserved. Do not copy/Photograph/Scan/Print/Recreate/Distribute or Sell this map without signed permission from "Israel Maps" company. "Israel Maps" is not responsible for the content displayed in this map.
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